gg                   KNOWING AND BEING-.             [CHAP. IV-
What is called Mind in the Hegelian system is designated BraJimc&y
or Atman (Self) in the Veddnta. Both. agree in holding that this is
One and there is nothing like a finite Atman or Self. In the Hegeliaza-
ssystem, the human soul is called a cc finite spirit"—an objectionable
expression, I should think, since it is inconceivable, in the very nature
of things, for spirit to be finite. ib. the Veddnta, it is designated Jzvc^y
but the Veddnta asserts that it is not different from Brahma; it is
metaphorically called individual soul on account of its connection
with the limiting adjuncts (upddhies1). Till the dawn of true knowledge
it continues to be influenced by sucli limiting adjuncts ; it considers
itself fettered by Time and Space relations in this world of sense-
experience ; it erroneously identifies itself with the intellect (buddJz'i
and manas) and ahankdra (tlie lower egohood). These, in the Indian.
systems, are only the instruments of knowledge, and can only functions.
when enlightened by the true Self (Atman) ; they do not constitutes
our ego ; like other organs of sense and body, they are only a product;
of prakriti (Nature, Becoming) and, as such., liable to constant change -
The true Self is the universal, eternal, and changeless Self and nevey
finite.
7. All things are ultimately redaciLle to thought, according "fco
Hegel.2 God is defined as " Mind that compreliends itself completely.
Witliin such Mind all reality of whatever character or degree mus±>
fall.3"
Compare Bhag. Git. XIII, 30, in wluch. Shri Krishna is represenbe d
as saying : " When. he perceivetli tlie diversified existence of beings
as rooted in One, and proceeding from it, then he reacheth Brahma."
The last stage or category is All Thought, Universal Sentienoy^
says Sliankar in Ms Gloss on Mandukya Up. IV, 89.
8. The spirit of man whereby he knows God is simply tlie spiri't;
of God Himself There is a " potential identity of man and God izx
a single subject of knowledge.5
Wlien the Advaita posits man's identity with God and subscribes
to the doctrme of tat twam asi, it does not mean anything more thorns.
that the two are identical in essence ; that both. are one Atman oar
1 ShanWs Gloss on Ved. Sutr. Ill,   3 Haldane's t Pathway/ II, 170.
2, 10 ; S. B. E. Vol. 38, p. 149.             .         « p^ ^ ^ ,„
3 Schweglar, p. 432.                      , ^^ . p^^, ^ ^

